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Looking Back at the Summer

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/looking-back-at-the-summer/

After a few days of rain, it feels like the Summer was a long time ago. Winter coats have been moved to
the front of the closet, and boat projects are now “inside” projects… although we are frantically trying to
finish some of the bright-work before it starts to rain every day!

From the tales I hear looks like most of our membership did what they do best and were out sailing most
of the Summer. We had two great weeks out on Counting Stars following the Rendezvous in Newcastle
Island. We met some of you at beautiful anchorages, made new friends, learned lots about our “new to
us” boat, and made lots of mistakes as we went along… but as experienced sailors tell us, those are “good
lessons learned”.

We had a lovely BURP in Smuggler Cove, with Don and Dorothy from RagTime and BCA founding
members Don and Jo Graham from Silverwood. It was great to see familiar boats and get together to chat
about sailing plans and boat projects.
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BURP in Smuggler Cove with Don and Dorothy from RagTime, friends Johnathan and Kuru from 
Penucha and BCA founding members Don and Jo Graham from Silverwood.

We also had a lovely time rafted up to Camdeboo in Garden Bay, Pender Harbour. This is the farthest
North we have sailed under our own keel. It was great to celebrate with Jennifer and Campbell and chat
about the many lessons we learned in this trip.
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Rafted up to Camdeboo in Garden Bay, we enjoyed a potluck dinner with Commodore Jennifer Handley
and Campbell Good.

Summer time was slow for Currents. As there were not many article submissions we thought we would
do one digest at the end of the Summer. Having said that, the archives will show July and August issues 
just in case you want to read them separately.

Stay tuned for the September issue coming to your inboxes soon.

 

 

 

About The Author

Rosario Passos

Counting Stars - Whitby 42 Ketch
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Rosario is a dreamer who wants to sail the South Pacific.... so far she sails the local waters of the Salish
Sea to get as much experience as possible.

_______________________________________________
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The 2015 Peterson Cup Cruising Rally

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/the-2015-peterson-cup-cruising-rally/

The 2015 Peterson Cup’s theme, instead of one of tropical cannibals and pirates, was to be a ‘voyage
around Cape Horn’, starting from the Falkland Islands, heading around Terra del Fuego and Cape Horn,
and up through Patagonia.

Each participating boat had to be capable of surviving for days or weeks without checking into
‘civilization’, including harbours without ports and harbours without pubs (well, a lot of the time). Given
the hardiness of the boats and their crews, Cape Horn is no problem, especially if the cruising is done in
the Gulf Islands and Howe Sound, very much like the Patagonian islands, and quite doable in four days.

The 2015 Peterson Cup Cruising Rally (PCCR) saga involved the following vessels, skippers, and crew,
for all or part of the Rally:

Alia (Cowichan Bay), with ‘Captain’ Bill Sassaman and ‘Able Seaperson’ Donna Sassaman
Blue Rose (Vancouver), with ‘Commander-and-Rally-Commodore’ Ken Christie and ‘Co-
Commodore’ Sue Chapman
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Corra Jane (Sidney), with ‘Captain’ Ian Cameron
Dulcinea II (Calgary and Cowichan Bay), with ‘Captain’ Frank Gaudek and ‘Admiral’ Dawn
Gaudek
Jade Passage (Ganges and Vancouver), with ‘Captain’ Jaqualine (JJ) Roussin
Mischief (Calgary and Ladner), with ‘Captain’ Heather Marshall
Moonshadow VI (Victoria, soon-to-be Cowichan Bay), with ‘Captain’ Glen Wilson and ‘Ship’s
Dog’ Russell
Papa Rumba (Ushuaia , Puerto Montt, and Cortes Island), with ‘Captain’ Amanda Glickman and
‘Commodore’ Barry Glickman
Sea Fever (Vancouver and Point Roberts), with ‘Captain-and-Balladeer’ Blake Williams
Sylph VI (Adelaide, Australia), with ‘Circumnavigating-for-the-Second-Time Captain’ Bob
Williams

Portuguese Water
Dog Russell – Glen Wilson’s trusty canine crew.

As BC sailors know, sailing in the Gulf Islands and inner coast is extremely predictable. Everyone knows
exactly where the wind comes from, and when, and what strength it will be — especially the people who
put together the marine weather reports. You can make the decision the previous night where you will be
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sailing to the next morning. Hmmmm….

With this knowledge, all of the intrepid sailors in the Peterson Cup Cruising Rally were happy with the
course that had been planned the previous month: Lasqueti Island as stand-in for Cape Horn. During the
Appy Hour meeting at the Dinghy Dock Pub on Saturday evening, July 25, attending PCCR Fleet
members decided that the predicted 20-knot NW labelled as a ‘strong wind warning’ was great. It would
mean sailing to weather and possibly being uncomfortable during the ‘set course’ to Lasqueti Island and
the anchorages around Nelson Isle. However, we were experienced and hardy sailors. What’s a bit of
discomfort when you are rounding the Horn?

The Rally Coordinator, Captain Ken, suggested and participants agreed that the Fleet not wait until
Monday morning to leave, but instead leave by 0900h on Sunday morning to avoid the start of the
Nanaimo Bathtub Race, post-Bathtub Race hoopla, and the overall frenetic city energy. ‘Frenetic’ is just
not what bluewater cruising is about; it is more about contemplating what life is all about; celebrating the
marine environment; recognising participants’ accomplishments; exploring; and, last but not least,
meeting and becoming friends with like-minded cruisers.

PCCR Commodore Ken went on to strongly recommend/suggest/require/beg that each boat should
contribute a pie to one of the nightly gatherings. The pressure was on to produce!

Besides pie, Ken introduced the idea of award prizes — some useful and many funny — at just about every
juncture. He’d had t-shirts printed for the event, and awarded them during the course of the PCCR for
various accomplishments.
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The 2015 PCCR T-shirts modelled by Dawn, Ian, Donna, Bob, Frank, Blake, and JJ aboard Dulcinea II.

The first t-shirt to be awarded went to Heather Marshall, who had travelled the furthest to participate.
Other awards included ‘Cape Horn Earrings’ and ‘Pink Clothespin Awards’ for items left on host boats
after an Appy Hour or potluck dinner. (After an incident in Port Graves, the Fleet bestowed a special
‘Raft-Up Mash-Up Award’ to Ken.) Our intrepid PCCR Commodore had also amassed donated goods,
such as sailing gloves, bottles of wine, and LED flashlights, which were awarded with great fanfare at our
wrap-up dinner at Gina’s Mexican Café.
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Blake Williams, Sea Fever, modelling his Cape Horn earring.

So, here’s where we went and what we did on the 2015 Peterson Cup Cruising Rally:

Saturday, July 25

We decided at our Appy Hour gathering at the Dinghy Dock Pub on a ‘fluidly set’ course: Plan A –
Lasqueti Island; Plan B – Nelson Island; Plan C – Howe Sound; and Plan D – Ruxton Island. The loud but
decent band at the pub resulted in our scribbling messages on paper napkins or texting across the table.
Having identified our various route options, we dinghied away to our respective boats to watch the
fabulous fireworks over the harbour, and then turn in for a good night’s sleep.

Sunday, July 26

In the fine tradition of the Peterson Cup, the crew was ready Sunday morning for the race into the 20-knot
close-haul NW. The route, given the winds and the desire to meet up with a couple of the participants
south of Nanaimo, was Plan D – Ruxton Island. Dulcinea II, Alia, and Moonshadow VI, left early to
make Dodds Narrows at slack water. However, about 30 minutes after their departure, the course was
changed to Plan C – Howe Sound. The change of plans was the cause of some consternation, but
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everyone rallied and changed course.

Blue Rose (Rosie) and Papa Rumba were at anchor to hold radio net, but cut it short on better advice to
beat the bathtubs past Jessie Island and make the chase for Plumper Cove, Keats Island, Howe Sound.

At first, communication was somewhat hit-and-miss, with text messages going out to those who had
iPhones; emails to those with email access; and VHF radio messages. At Appy Hour on Sunday, the Fleet
decided to communicate on Channel 69, VHF radio, using the handle ‘Peterson Fleet’, which worked
well for the rest of the PCCR.

Sunday’s rally results were that the usual overly-cautious forecast of 20-knot northwesterly winds
became a flat-water-and-diesel day for the boats — except for Dulcinea II, which tried valiantly to sail
across the Salish Sea and only motored the last little while, and for three PCCR Fleet members still in
transit, who were caught in the thunder heads SE off the Fraser. Calls came in to Ken from Sea Fever, 
Sylph VI, Mischief, and Jade Passage, who were at different places on both the east and west sides of the
Salish Sea (Georgia Strait).

Mischief, with an exhausted Heather aboard, arrived in time for the 1600h Appy Hour. Heather had had a
long drive on Saturday from Calgary to the coast, and not much sleep, to arrive at Plumper Cove on
Sunday afternoon.

Glen brought the promised pie and doggie Russell from Moonshadow VI. But there was another pie – a
shepherd’s pie – on Alia out at anchor. Co-Commodore Sue ordered all dinghies and sailing vessels off
the dock to anchor and assemble for a potluck dinner aboard Alia.

It was aboard Alia that we started getting acquainted and heard some Cape Horn stories from the real
‘round-the-Horners’, Amanda and Barry Glickman, including Amanda’s tale of taking her
Yachtmaster’s Offshore Exams in 45-knot winds off the Falkland Islands. The Glickmans spent two
years plying the waters around Cape Horn aboard their previous boat, Darwin’s Passage. When
Commodore Ken stated the Gulf Islands and Howe Sound were much like the Falklands and Patagonia,
Amanda added that it was a stretch, but, yes, more so than many other civilized sailing areas.
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Amanda and Barry Glickman, Papa
Rumba, the Fleet’s real round-the-Horners.

During dessert (Glen’s cherry pie), Commodore Ken read an email from Ian on Corra Jane. He had
arrived on time and was in place exactly where he should have been at Newcastle if we’d started the
Rally on the Monday. Instead, Ian was having a lonely Appy Hour in Nanaimo. It was an example of
miscommunication that led to the aforementioned VHF communication protocol.

A hurried meeting of designing the best windy sailing adventure and unknown rendezvous anchorage
ensued. Plans A, B, and C were all good. But Sea Fever was already at Plan B, and Plan C would take
everyone into the flat, windless waters of the Salish Sea. So Port Graves, Gambier Island was to be our
destination for the following day. There would also be a race with the strong winds of Howe Sound to
round Gambier Island. This plan was relayed to Corra Jane, Jade Passage, Sea Fever, and Sylph VI.

Monday, July 27

With fair winds in his favour, Ian doggedly chased the Fleet on Monday from Mark Bay across the Strait,
through Plumper Cove, and caught up as Moonshadow VI was sailing west in a light breeze against the
inflow current of Thornbrough Channel at 1430h and Mischief was sailing backwards against the inflow
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from Grace Islets. That part was easy, for Skipper Heather was not solo; Co-Commodore Sue had jumped
from Rosie and travelled on Mischief to hot showers and laundry at Sue’s cabin in Langdale.

Heather still had her fruit pies to plan out and bake on the next day’s sail to Ushuaia. This evening’s
Appie Apple Pie was done by Solo Sailor Ken on Rosie between Hood Point and the anchorage off Camp
Artaban.

Rosie had been looking around for all the Fleet and still sailed happily in a 15-knot wind over to Hood
Point, Glen and Ship Dog Russell’s Round-Gambier race finish line, where Moonshadow VI was
expected to arrive any hour.

Blue Rose to Moonshadow VI: Aha! Found you!

Dulcinea II and Alia had very light winds in Thornbrough Channel, but persevered in sailing the entire
route, where they anchored at the head of Port Graves. Sea Fever sailed in at 1530h; Captain Blake had
broad-reached from Snug Cove, Bowen Island. Apparently, Skipper Blake had arrived at Gibsons from
Point Roberts on Sunday, only to be sent by a Customs and Immigration Officer to Vancouver to report in
at the Royal Vancouver Yacht Club!
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Papa Rumba, that evening’s host boat, invited Mischief to raft up, who then tossed a line to raft Rosie,
who was anchored nearby. Thus, by the time Moonshadow VI and Corra Jane arrived, Appy Hour was
swinging on Papa Rumba.

Skipper Blake was so happy to be safe he had all the Fleet singing the theme song: ‘We’re Bound for
South Australia’ while eating apple-blueberry pie.

Amanda told more stories of their time in Cape Horn waters. Her refrain was, “I love steel!” Frank and
Barry told moving personal stories about how they got started sailing.

This evening’s Fleet meeting was the crucial one, for exact passage planning was now in order. The Fleet
had only two days left in the weather window to round the Horn. Plan B was sail south of Isla del Keats
and direct to Isla DeCourcy. Plan A, to anchor off Ushuaia (Gibsons), was unanimous. Commodore Ken
relayed this to the Fleet guest, Captain Bob on Sylph VI, who had arrived recently in BC from Australia
via Japan and Alaska.

Tuesday, July 28 – 0700h: Set sails for Ushuaia (Gibsons)!

At 0800h, the Fleet was entertained by the ‘Raft-up Mash-up’, which involved Blue Rose and Papa
Rumba having to untangle their anchor rodes. (Remember the report of Blue Rose being tossed a line to
raft up while anchored?!). The untangling took a while, but the crews maintained senses of humour and
perspective.
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Heather on 
Blue Rose and Amanda on Papa Rumba patiently untangling the anchor rodes.

Once the morning’s entertainment was over, Dulcinea II sailed off anchor and tacked up the inlet,
followed by Alia, followed by Sea Fever. Papa Rumba bid the PCCR Fleet farewell and departed for
Cortes Island, with Mischief tacking in chase. Moonshadow VI sailed off anchor, too. Co-Commodore
and photographer Sue recognised a photo op when she saw one, and Rosie gave chase under motor-sail,
to get beautiful shots of the Fleet as they tacked out of Port Graves.

It was labelled as the ‘South Atlantic passage day’. Winds in Collingwood Channel were strong
for Rosie. Moonshadow VI, heeled to the gunnels, streamed off toward Gibsons, chasing after Mischief.
Both vessels lost the wind and found the Howe Sound inflow current near Grace Islets. They drifted bow-
to-bow up the inlet, waved at each other, and passengers on the passing ferry waved, too. (When they
were sailing from Keats Island to Port Graves the day before, Amanda and Barry got stuck in an area
where the wind just died. Amanda said they could see wind all around them, but there was none where
they were. She referred to it as a ‘wind hole’, probably not an official nautical term.) When Glen and
Heather got stuck in about the same place the very next day, she called to him across the water, “I guess
we found Amanda’s wind hole!”
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Corra Jane had set up the ‘Ushuaia’ anchorage by then. Alia circled the anchorage (a relatively narrow
shelf along the Gibson’s shoreline with a steep drop-off) and dropped her anchor in front of Corra Jane.
It didn’t take long to determine that Alia was much too close to Ian’s boat. Up came the anchor; another
circle of the anchorage, and then Alia found her home for the night, with enough space between her and
neighbouring boats for comfort. Sea Fever found a spot to anchor without any drama. Paparazzi Sue
ordered Rosie to catch Dulcinea for some beautiful pictures of full-sail tacks and runs up Shoal Channel
to anchor under sail in the ‘Ushuaia’ anchorage.

Sylph VI arrived and was invited to Appy Hour on Moonshadow VI. The Fleet enjoyed Heather’s hot,
fresh-made fruit crumble, which she had assembled and baked since the ‘wind hole’ adventure.
Following up on Frank and Barry’s stories the night before, Commodore Ken asked each sailor to share
his or her own ‘how I got into sailing’ story.

Some stories were touching, some humourous, and all were told from the heart. Starts in sailing were
unique to each storyteller: born on a boat; introduction to sailing during a ‘practice marriage’; in the navy
as captain of a Tall Ship; on the Atlantic shore; or through friends. One happy man went out on a buddy’s
little wooden boat to experience islands, warm breezes, Orcas, birds, the beauty of a sunset, and full
harvest moon rising over Sidney Spit (he admitted it never happened quite that way again).

Heather’s story:

My first sailing trip was in high school: Twenty-two kids and teachers on an 80? ketch, for three days, in
March, in the Gulf Islands. I loved it; I was euphoric the entire time – it was like coming home for the
first time ever. It was also, to a 17-year-old prairie girl, a fairy tale. Unreal. I couldn’t imagine that real
people actually did that.

Fast forward about six years: my then-boyfriend was a dinghy sailing instructor who had also done a
sailing charter in the BVIs. We chartered a 32? Beneteau with four other friends (yes, six of us on a 32?
boat!) in the Gulf Islands. Five of us looked at this itty-bitty little boat, and thought, “Are we actually
going to put six of us on this and go out on the ocean?” My boyfriend, who was the only one of us with
any sailing experience, looked at the boat and thought, “How am I going to get this huge thing off this
dock?” It rained all week; the dinghy went adrift (but was recovered by another boat); we ran out of water
on the first night; the barbecue burst into three-foot-tall flames when someone forgot the garlic bread on
it;, and, did I mention? It rained all week, and… I was hooked. I was giddy with euphoria the whole time.
And this time, it wasn’t just a fairy tale. After that, I took all the cruise’n’learns, including the Van Isle
circumnavigation, and my boyfriend (later my husband) and I chartered for a week or two each year, until
we eventually bought Sea Otter, a 38? Bavaria.

We sailed Sea Otter for three years in BC, and then, one day my husband came home and said, “I can
take all of next year off work. Let’s go sailing in the Med.” A long-term sailing trip had always been part
of the plan; this was just a different version of it. Four months later, we had done an extensive refit on 
Sea Otter, joined BCA, and we were ready to go. We trucked Sea Otter to North Carolina, and then
sailed across the Atlantic and into the Med. We made it as far as Italy before our turn-around date. Then it
was back out of the Med, and off to the Caribbean, via the Canaries. The day before we landed in St.
Lucia, we turned 11,000 km, and had only been out eight months. That’s 45nm per day. Too much! So
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we slowed down, and after our year was up, left Sea Otter in the Caribbean, where she’s been ‘stuck’
ever since.

Since then, my husband and I have separated. I’m still sailing. We continue to co-own Sea Otter, and
I’ve learned to sail her on my own. I’ve also bought Mischief, a 27? Catalina, so I can sail around here.
I’m still near the bottom of the learning curve, but Mischief is a good little teaching boat.
Appy Hour stories are great when shared with trust and appreciation, regardless of the boat size or type.
Heck, even a pretty Hans Christian like Moonshadow VI can swing a near-collision with another boat. As
the evening was coming to an end, Ken hollered, “Hey, Glen! You might want to come up here in the
next two minutes!” Glen’s steel-hulled neighbour was just a few feet away. One of the Fleet’s inflatable
dinghies and two Fleet members were commandeered to assist in fending off while Glen raised anchor
and found a less-populated anchoring spot further down the shoreline. These experiences, shared in trust
and laughter, contribute to our cruising skills and memories, rather than the accumulation of gear and
speed of crossings.

As Eileen Quinn wrote in her song “Friends”:

I’ve got seashells

I’ve got souvenirs

I’ve got songs I’ve penned

I’ve got photographs

I’ve got memories

But mostly I’ve got friends

Wednesday, July 29  – 0900h:

Now there is only one passage left to plan: Leave Ushuaia, sail around the Horn, up through Beagle
Canal, and into Patagonia! (Gibsons, Commodore Passage, Acorn, Gabriola Pass, Ruxton, DeCourcy). A
start line is Hermit to Gower. All is set and in order. Ken spent the evening writing up the day’s short
speech, perfect he thinks. Radio Net from Blue Rose initiated.

The first two vessels report in from four miles out in the Salish Sea with 10-knot beam reach. Corra Jane
is winging out of Shoal Channel, so Rosie weighs anchor and moves on. Mischief breaks into Ken’s
eloquent speech to state their order is arriving. (The crews of Sea Fever, Mischief, Alia, and 
Moonshadow VI are breakfasting at Molly’s Reach, the restaurant made famous in the CBC TV series,
‘The Beachcombers’.) Ken drones on, and then asks for a report. No answer. Ken’s iPhone beeps a
message on the chart table. The breakfast crowd has reported in as a group speaker-phone message.
Gaaaak!
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The Molly’s Reach Breakfast Club: Heather Marshall, Bill Sassaman, Blake Williams, Glen Wilson,
Donna Sassaman (not pictured), and Russell the Ship’s Dog (not pictured).

Rosie motors to the start line, and finds Corra Jane drifting. Ken blows the horn and the race is on! After
which, both drift north for two miles, sighting in the distance Dulcinea II or Sylph VI‘s sails. Battery
charging commences and the passage continues.

At 1100h, the breakfast crowd departs Gibsons. Alia’s log noted:

1100h: Departure from Gibsons. Clear skies; NW winds at 10 – 15 knots forecasted.
1130h: Cleared coast. Motor off. Sailing at 1.5 knots. How long will this last?!
1135h: Lasted 5 minutes! Motoring with both sails up.
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Alia motor-sailing on a
glassy Salish Sea, headed for ‘Isla des Acorn-Hornos’.

At 1217h, Sea Fever requested clarification of the approach or rounding of Isla des Acorn-Hornos — then
lost contact.

Gulf Islands’ tides and currents are generally bigger and stronger than Cape Horn Patagonia. So it is in
Gabriola Passage. Yet all the Peterson Fleet must go past Cape Horn (Acorn Island – a nutty idea, even
kind of seedy, but the gold earring can only be awarded to the accomplished.)

Alia earned her earring two hours before slack, passing Isla des Acorn-Hornos and then transiting the
passage with a 3-knot opposing current pushing against her bow. Captain Bill steered valiantly and kept
the good ship safely on course. Dulcinea II paused, with luffing sails, south of Bath Island, awaiting the
slack. Co-Commodore Sue ordered Rosie into Kendrick Island waters to anchor, and then invited Sea
Fever, Sylph VI, and Mischief to raft while waiting for slack.
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Sylph VI, Blue Rose, and Sea Fever waiting for slack water in Gabriola Passage.

Mischief arrived late, with lines, fenders, and speed adjusted, only to be asked to take pictures, and then
proceed into the slack narrows. Somewhat miffed at this, Heather took lots of pictures of Rosie‘s great
kelp anchor salad instead.
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Blue Rose’s big kelp anchor salad. Note PCCR Commodore Ken Christie hard at work in the bow
hammock!

Finally, the Fleet was in line — all the way from the Gabriola narrows to Alia anchored in SW DeCourcy.

The final night of the Peterson Cup Cruising Rally had arrived. As Frank and Dawn had sailed the most,
they would get the T-shirts and host Appy Hour, but the pie assignment was still up in the air. Perhaps 
Sea Fever would, but she was anchoring; Moonshadow VI was into a stern-tie and, in the process,
brought down a dead tree; Mischief stern-tied to a sensible tree; Rosie picked an oak branch; and Corra
Jane chose a rock, assisted by Commodore Ken. All the fleet safe!
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Australian circumnavigator Bob Williams, Sylph VI, regaled the Fleet with tales of adventures and
misadventures.

Yes, finally, the Commodore’s collection of ‘gold earrings’ (SS Split rings) and commemorative T-
Shirts could be awarded. Dawn awaited the crowd of rowdies with loveable energy. Frank tucked in
Dulcinea II’s sails and tidied the decks. Dinghies arrived; potluck supper contributions were shared;
hugs, laughter, and pats on the back were awarded. While eating dinner, Fleet members traded stories of
each boat’s adventures and perceptions of the day’s mandatory course and cruise. Blake led us in song.
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Blake Williams, Sea Fever, led the Fleet in singing sea shanties. We were a harmonious group!

Finally, it was decision time. Would the Fleet spend another day in Beagle Channel? Or would the boats
set sail for Puerto Montt (Nanaimo) the next morning?

The democratically-minded Commodore Ken and his Assistant called for a vote. The Fleet was split re
staying or going. The horse-trading began, with favours being called in and deals made, ending in the
decision to head for Nanaimo. The course was to be an early Friday morning run across Golfo De Penas
(Stuart Channel) for Canal Darwin (Dodds Narrows), and up the windy Golfo del Corcovado
(Northumberland Channel).

Thursday, July 30 – The Last Passage to Home Port

As usual, Sylph and Dulcinea II weighed anchor and set sails in good breeze for the passage. Alia soon
followed, while Co-Commodore Sue announced she had packed up and was jumping ship for Corra
Jane, who was heading south. This left Commodore Ken solo again to race with Mischief and 
Moonshadow VI. Glen ran the Narrows first and was tacking up the 20-knot gusts in Northumberland by
the time the last two Fleet boats ran down the 3-knot rapids (at slack!) into the winds for full-sail race for
Newcastle Island and a day of rest before the BCA Rendezvous began.
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Dawn and Frank sailed everywhere! Here they are, dinghy-sailing to Newcastle Island.

By consensus, the Peterson Cup was awarded to Frank and Dawn Gaudek of Dulcinea II, for their sailing
perseverance in light-to-no wind conditions, and for their unfailing good humour and kindness.
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Frank and Dawn, Dulcinea II, leaving an
anchorage under sail.

As Ken said at our wrap-up, “We are the people who make sailing a community.” If you haven’t
participated in a Peterson Cup Cruising Rally, consider joining us in 2016.
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The 2015 PCCR Fleet: the wrap-up at Newcastle Island.

 

Story contributors: Ken Christie, Blue Rose; Heather Marshall, Mischief; Donna Sassaman, Alia

Photo contributors: Ken Christie, Blue Rose; Heather Marshall, Mischief; Ian Cameron, Corra Jane;
Blake Williams, Sea Fever; Donna Sassaman, Alia; Jaqualine Roussin, Jade Passage

 

About The Author

2015 Peterson Cup Fleet

 - 

The 2015 Peterson Cup Cruising Rally comprised the crews of, in alphabetical order: Alia, Blue Rose,
Corra Jane, Dulcinea II, Jade Passage, Mischief, Moonshadow VI, Papa Rumba, Sea Fever, and guest
boat Sylph VI.
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A Participant’s Experience of the 2015 Peterson Cup Cruising
Rally

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/a-participants-experience-of-the-2015-peterson-cup-cruising-
rally/

The day I bought Mischief from Ken Christie, he told me, “And now that you have a sailboat, you have to
be in the Peterson Cup!”

My reply, “I don’t race.” Then he told me about how it isn’t a race, but just a bunch of cruisers sailing
together and having fun. I was skeptical, but sometime over the next few months I gave in to the pressure
and agreed to join the Peterson Cup Cruising Rally. I’m ever so glad I did!

Others have recorded the chronology of where we went and when. So I’ll skip that and just talk about the
highlights for me.

The social aspect was wonderful. Appy hour happened every night. The food was great and the
camaraderie was better. I loved getting to know the other sailors in our group. There were humorous
stories and touching stories of how we each got into sailing. I found myself admiring the
accomplishments of others (Dulcinea II, in particular). Acquaintances developed into friendships.
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Ken’s apple pie fixation turned out to be more fun than I’d expected. I made apple cobbler, instead of
pie, but it was close enough. You haven’t lived until you’ve tried to cut in butter to an over-full bowl of
flour and oats, without a pastry knife, heeled over, doing five knots under sail, solo. But it turned out
well, everyone appreciated and complimented, and it felt like a good accomplishment (to not have the
flour and oats all over the floor, if nothing else!), so that’s a good memory. And of course, I enjoyed the
pies made by or brought by others, Ken’s apple pie, Glen’s cherry pie, and Donna’s shepherd pie.

Adopting Bob, a solo Australian sailor on Sylph VI, also felt good. He had good stories and lots of
experience, which he was happy to share. It was nice to have demonstrated that BCA is really a very
inclusive group.

It was fantastic to sail in the group. I’d never sailed in Howe Sound, so the collective experience was
really valuable to me. There were times that I chose to sail, when I might have otherwise motored. I also
discovered a mild competitive streak, as I was moved to tweak my sails every time I found myself close
to Moonshadow VI or Blue Rose (the only boats I ever seemed to be close to under sail). Remember “I
don’t race”? I think my sailing skills actually improved during the week. I rafted up to a couple of boats,
at different times, which was still a new skill to me. I also anchored with a stern line ashore for the first
time as a solo sailor. And while I was learning new skills, and improving old ones, there was always
someone at the end of day, at Appy Hour, to say, “Good on ya!”

Will I do it again? I really hope to, next year.

 

About The Author

Heather Marshall

Mischief - Catalina 27

Bluewater BCA member Heather Marshall first fell in love with sailing as a teenager. She sailed to the
Mediterranean and back aboard a Bavaria 38 sloop, 'Sea Otter of Canada', with her former husband.
Heather single-hands 'Mischief' to destinations in the Salish Sea.
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Dreaming of the Med: The August Rendezvous

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/dreaming-of-the-med-the-august-rendezvous/

Summer is over and I find myself reminiscing about those lazy days of summer fun, and that pretty much
sums up this year’s BCA August rendezvous.

The Preparations

Counting Stars and her crew headed for Newcastle Island ahead of the weekend with anticipation. It was
a new venue for the yearly rendezvous and we were not quite sure about how things were going to work
out. Orca III and her crew arrived shortly after us, and after a pretty impressive show of boat
maneuvering, she was moored at the park dock. Fairwyn and her crew joined us at the dock and the
frenzy of preparation began! There were activities to put together, Nanaimo bars to cut, welcome
packages to finish, prizes to sort … all got done with laughter, with the help of volunteers and by the start
of the long weekend, we were ready to roll and looking forward to a good time.

Guests started to arrive early and the visiting started on Orca III, or should I say the registration? It was
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more about the chatting and visiting than the official business, as frequently happens at BCA events.

The Event

Hosted at Newcastle Island Marine Park, a change from the last 4 years or so, the rendezvous was very
well attended with 41 boats and 80+ people. As usual, there was amazing food, fun activities and games
and lots of great visiting with friends, singing and, of course, sharing of sailing stories.

The Vancouver Chapter provided the main course for the potluck dinner on Sunday. The roast beef was
masterfully cooked (thanks Gary and Karina of Sea Rover II) at Karina’s parents’ place on Protection
Island (thanks!) and got rave reviews.

Gary, Karina and Charlotte from Sea Rover II preparing the roast for the feast.

The floating lunch was a huge success again this year and provided viewing entertainment for the boat
tied at the docks, who took a great photo for posterity.
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Floating lunch photo taken from the dock.

When it comes to potlucks, the gastronomic creativity of our members always amazes me. The food was
varied and delicious, with something for everyone to enjoy.
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Food and fun!

The Commodore was in attendance and handed out some leavers’ packages with words of
encouragement and support, and wishes of safe travels to all our members who are casting off to live their
dreams.
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BCA Commodore, Jennifer Handley from Camdeboo, handing over a leaver’s package to Michel Filion,
SV Colymbus.

The games were fun, and the winning team of the Poker Run geocache got a Royal Flush! Well deserved
after a somewhat convoluted game that saw Dionne from Orca III cycle the path to keep members on
track…  Turns out the GPS on our phones is not the same as marine GPS… that was a good lesson learned!
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The Poker Run Geocache game winning team!

Some pretty awesome prizes were awarded throughout the weekend thanks to the generous support of our
sponsors, which included:

Stem to Stern
 Roton
 Granville Island Boat Yard
Specialty Yachts
Ocean Rigging & Hydraulics

Skookum Yacht Services
Evolution Sails
Hub Insurance
Hydrovane
Martin Marine

Ocean Forest Voyaging

Pacific Yacht Systems
Pacific Yachting Magazine

Protech Yacht Services
Dionne and Steve Tremblay
West Marine Vancouver
Whistler Brewing Co.

Steve White Rigging
Wright Mariner Supply
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There were some awesome prizes donated by our generous sponsors.

The Peterson Cup was awarded with due pomp and fanfare by Ken from Blue Rose to the undeniable
winners: Frank and Dawn Gaudek of Dulcinea II. There were many stories and mishaps that came out of
this year’s cruising rally that you can read all about in this earlier article.
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The awarding of the Peterson Cup to Dulcinea II.

Following the dinner event, Blake from Sea Fever led the sea shanty groups in song. Earlier on, a
mingling game put folks together randomly and tasked them to sing a sea shanty after dinner.  Some
groups spent quite some time rehearsing during the day and the result was worthy of a Canadian Idol
finalist (maybe I am exaggerating a bit). Needless to say, it was a entertaining evening of singing and fun.
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Singing sea shanties at the end of the day.

YouTube Video

 

The weather cooperated beautifully with dry conditions, light wind and very warm temperatures. I can’t
wait for next year’s event!

Thanks again to the organising committee who worked hard to put together such a great event. Well
done!

Here is a photo album with more photos of the rendezvous.

About The Author

Rosario Passos

Counting Stars - Whitby 42 Ketch
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Rosario is a dreamer who wants to sail the South Pacific.... so far she sails the local waters of the Salish
Sea to get as much experience as possible.

_______________________________________________
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Blood, Sweat and Tears - SV Maple in Albania

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/blood-sweat-tears-sv-maple-albania/

So what do you know about Albania?  Perhaps you are far more world-wise than me, but I knew not a
thing about Albania. I wouldn’t have been able to identify it on a map before we planned on going there.
So literally as we are sailing from Corfu to Sarandes, Albania, I read in our Adriatic Pilot book the first
snippets about this country, we are just hours away from. Like all European countries, it seems Albania
has a long and tumultuous history of invasions and oppression. I learned this is a country, which only
since 2005, has successfully and democratically elected a Prime Minister who has not, to date, used their
position of power for personal gain.

Here are some of my favourite tidbits: “Albania remains poor, and crime is a problem in certain areas.
Affluent Western visitors could be a target for robbery. Medical facilities in Albania are poor, especially
outside of Tirana, and visitors are advised against having any dental treatment. Hepatitis and AIDS rates
are high. It is advisable to have medical insurance to cover repatriation by air ambulance if necessary.
Should you need emergency medical treatment, you can call for an ambulance on 127, but the Albanian
Tourist Organization advises that it is quicker to use a taxi.”

So Darryl and I had many a conversation over the years about medical insurance while we planned for
our travels. Here we come from Canada, where perhaps you have to wait awhile, but eventually you get
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quality care at no cost. What do we know about medical care in other countries? We all hear the horror
stories about people traveling into the U.S., who don’t have adequate medical insurance and end up
resorting to one crowd funding campaign or another to bail themselves out of exorbitant medical bills.
But what about other countries out there?  We follow many a sailing blog and we had a handful of
examples given where medical care outside of North America was affordable without insurance. We
realize we took a huge gamble in making this decision for our family to not have medical insurance, but it
is the decision we made.

Sarandes coastline as we sail towards the harbour (yes, we were actually getting
great winds)

We arrive in Sarandes on Friday, July 17. The coastline coming into the harbour is stunning. Loads of
buildings line the coastline of Sarandes, suggesting this to be a very developed city, not what I was
expecting after what I just read. We are met by the agent, Agim, whom we had arranged to help us check
into the country. Since Albania is still relatively new to tourism and especially personal sailing vessels,
the use of an agent is required to check in and out. Anchoring is not allowed and you are required to moor
at the ferry dock, where there is 24/7 Port police presence.

On Saturday evening, the girls were playing on the front of the boat where we had set up the hammock.
The next thing I hear is this blood curdling scream from Iris. Now the girls can be dramatic when it
comes to injuries, so I can’t say I exactly jumped to action when I heard this (I know, a fine example of
my mothering instinct). Fortunately, Darryl was on the front of the boat and saw what happened and
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immediately scooped Iris up and brought her to the cockpit. By the time he did and I saw her for the first
time, my baby was literally covered in blood down her face, over her little body and saturating her shorts
(as everyone who knows Iris knows, that was all she was wearing). Now thankfully, Darryl is calm when
it comes to emergencies, but unfortunately Ella and I are both useless. I actually thought at one point that
Ella was going to hyperventilate and pass out, she was so panicked. There I sat with Iris in my arms,
while Darryl tried to stop the bleeding from a one inch gash on her head along her hairline. At the same
time, I am trying to remind Ella to take deep breaths, as she was in complete panic.

Now you recall those lovely quotes above, about the medical care here: the recommendation to have
insurance to cover air ambulance, as you could not possibly want to access Albanian health care!  So
there began the debate between Darryl and I on how to deal with this injury. I felt Iris needed stitches.
Darryl felt the bleeding was under control, and the use of steri-strips would suffice. After much debate, all
the while trying to keep Ella from passing out and Iris calm, we decided steri-strips and a band-aid would
do the trick. We then walked to get ice cream for the girls as a way to calm them down. Iris was a rock
star, walking down the boardwalk surrounded by well dressed locals, while the spectacle that is Iris with
her head bandaged, topless, but at least wearing clean shorts. As she was eating the ice cream, the
bleeding started up again. Darryl carried Iris back to the boat and we ventured to look again at the wound.
Ella resumed her deep breathing and, after finally getting another good look at the wound, we both agreed
that stitches were needed.
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An
exhausted Iris waiting in the hospital at 10pm

Here we are in a country we have only been in for a day and have never had the experience of receiving
medical care outside of Canada. Talk about a lot of firsts for us in the first two weeks!  Darryl asked one
of the police officers if they could please call us a taxi (not because that is what the book recommended,
but because we didn’t think it warranted an ambulance) so he could take Iris to the hospital. Within five
minutes an ambulance arrived, clearly the request for a taxi ignored, and Darryl and Iris headed to the
hospital. I will admit I was a wreck, allowing the information I had previously read to impact how I
responded to this situation. Logically I knew it was only a cut, not life threatening in the least, especially
since Iris showed no concussion symptoms. But I allowed the one source of information I had bothered to
read only hours prior to arriving on the shores of this unknown-to-me country to have a profound impact
on how I responded.

I puttered around the boat trying to keep myself occupied; expecting a late night, and was shocked when
exactly 45 minutes later, Darryl and Iris returned to the boat. From the time the ambulance was called to
them returning to the boat, only 45 minutes had lapsed. Now I don’t know if you have been to your local
ER recently, but from my recent experience and the experience of my friends, a 45 minute turn-around
time is unheard of. I remember exchanging texts with a friend recently who was ready to eat her own arm
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because she was so hungry waiting hours for her son to be seen to receive stitches. So for Iris to return
with two freshly minted stitches in her head a mere 45 minutes later was out of this world.

Now the part of this story that makes me tear up when I reflect back on it, is the people. The police officer
who sat with Darryl and Iris waiting for the ambulance to arrive to the Port, kept asking Iris how she was
feeling and trying to comfort her. (Also when she worked next on Monday, she checked in to see how Iris
was doing and gave her a kiss.) The doctor who played with Iris’s cheeks after the stitches were finished.
And the most amazing of all was the agent, Agim, who checked us into the country, arrived as Iris was
getting her stitches. The Port police called Agim to let him know what had happened and Agim drove to
the hospital at 10pm to check in on Iris and then drove Darryl and Iris back to the Port. These amazing
people made this scary situation such an incredibly positive experience.

And I am sure some of you are saying to yourselves, “Man, I bet they regret not getting that medical
insurance now!”  Not even two weeks into this crazy new life of their’s and they already need to access
medical care?  Darryl took with him their passports and all the Euros and Leke (Albanian currency) we
had onboard. When they arrived at the hospital, the paramedics directed them where to sit down. There
was absolutely no intake process at the hospital, no questions about who they were, where they were
from, or proof of medical coverage requested. After an ambulance ride to the hospital, and a doctor and a
nurse working to stitch Iris back up, the whole experience cost us zero dollars. Agim would not even
accept a tip from us when we were paying him for his services, as we readied to check out of Sarandes.

Exploring Butrint, a national historical site, the day after the accident
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Now of course there are lessons to be learned here. The girls have a healthier respect for each other’s
safety. Darryl and I need to still allow the girls the freedom to explore and play, but ensure they are able
to do so in as safe a manner as possible. But the number one lesson here is that regardless of the perceived
struggles of a country, people are largely kind, generous and willing to go beyond to give their time and
demonstrate compassion. As scary an experience as it was, we were blessed to encounter these incredible
people who helped us unconditionally, and meeting people like these who are more similar to us than
different, is one of the reasons we have chosen this lifestyle.

About The Author

Janet Lapaire

SV Maple - Leopard 384 Catamaran

Janet is a rookie sailor. After taking some CYA lessons and countless BCA workshops, Janet, her
husband, Darryl and their two daughters, Ella (8) and Iris (5), sold their house and nearly all their
possessions, purchased a Leopard 384 Catamaran in Greece and set sail in July 2015. Currently cruising
on s/v Maple in the Med with a goal to cross the Atlantic in 2017 and beyond. 
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Book Launch: Catherine Dook's Latest Book of Nautical Humour

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/book-launch-catherine-dooks-latest-book-nautical-humour/

Darling Call the Coast Guard, the Neighbours are Squabbling!

By Catherine Dook

Edited by Anthony Dalton, Mottle Cove Publishing

Fiction/humour

ISBN # 978 0 994 0086 0 2

$17.95 – Order at catherinedook@hotmail.com
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Mottle Cove – a liveaboard community where the weapons of choice are Reggae CDs and police tape,
where the Dooks’ son Rupert writes an in memorium notice for a plastic Spongebob, and where Leroy’s
natural resemblance to a garden gnome is irresistible to his neighbours.

Will Fast-Food Ed find true love?
Will Stafford the Respectable find his escaped snake?
Will the neighbours murder Screaming Liver?
Will the liveaboards look up from their quarrelling long enough to notice what is happening
around them? Clearly not.

Praise for Darling Call the Coast Guard, the Neighbours are Squabbling!

“. . . every woman and every man who enjoys a philosophical snapshot of a happy and humble liveaboard
community, served up with a heavy dose of classy and inventive humor, should also have a copy of 
Darling Call the Coast Guard, the Neighbours are Squabbling! One begins page one as a reader, but
reluctantly closes the final cover feeling more like a neighbour.”

Chuck Gould, Editor, Author, and Musician
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About the Author

Catherine Dook’s prior publications include Darling Call the Coast Guard We’re on Fire Again, Damn
the Torpedoes, and Offshore. Damn the Torpedoes and Offshore were nominated for the Leacock.
Catherine lived many years in Canada’s Arctic, which, she says, is a natural training ground for living on
a boat. Catherine and her husband John live onboard the s/v Inuksuk at Cowichan Bay.

About The Author

Donna Sassaman

Alia - Spencer 44

Long-time BCA members, Donna and her husband, Bill, cruised to Mexico, French Polynesia, and
Hawaii from 1990 to 1993. She has served as Currents editor and Vancouver Island Chapter's
Communications Watchkeeper and Secretary. Donna is currently Secretary on the BCA Board and co-
coordinator of the annual directory.  

_______________________________________________
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Are you Leaving the PNW this Year? Would you Like to
Participate in a Cruiser Safety Study?

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/leaving-pnw-year-like-participate-cruiser-safety-study/

Cruising is an exciting and challenging experience, and boaters often spend years preparing for long-
distance, offshore sailing. When cruising, injury and illness may occur and access to immediate medical
care is often limited.

Cruising has received little attention in the scientific literature. Only two studies have investigated injury
and illness among cruisers. One interviewed boaters arriving in Martinique (2001-2002), but only French-
speaking sailors were recruited (Rouvillain, Mercky, & Lethuillier, 2008). The other study documented
injuries among crew members aboard one catamaran during its passage across the Atlantic Ocean (Luger
et al., 2011). No studies have included Pacific Ocean cruisers, nor have ways in which soon-to-be cruisers
prepare for offshore voyages been studied.

The Pacific Northwest has a vibrant boating community and is a common hub from which many boats
begin long-distance sailing, making it an ideal location to study cruising preparations and injury and
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illness while sailing.  If you meet eligibility criteria (see details below), you are invited to participate in a
research study approved by Seattle University which aims to learn about ways boaters prepare for long-
range cruising and the types of injuries and illnesses mariners experience.

Participate and Share your Experiences

WHO IS ELIGIBLE? Adult boaters who are setting sail from the Pacific Northwest (British Columbia or
Washington State) to San Francisco, California or beyond between August 1st and November 1st 2015.

WHAT DO I HAVE TO DO? Participation involves completing two online surveys, one before boaters
depart the PNW and one after they arrive in San Francisco (all adult crew members may participate).
Each survey will take 10 to 20 minutes to complete.

HOW DO I PARTICIPATE? Complete the Pre-Departure Survey. I will follow up with you to complete
the second survey after you reach San Francisco.

WHAT’S IN IT FOR ME? Participants will be entered to win one of several $25 Fisheries Supply gift
cards (gift cards can be used online).

This study was approved by Seattle University. All information is kept confidential and findings will be
discussed collectively, so individuals cannot be identified. Results of this study will be shared with the
Blue Water Cruising Association and will be made available to any interested mariners.

This study may be useful for helping future cruisers prepare for offshore sailing by increasing knowledge
about common injuries and illness and ways in which to prepare to address those concerns.

If you have any questions, please contact Jessica Mackelprang.

ADDENDUM (August 7):  An update from Jessica:  “Boaters leaving from Washington State, Oregon,
or British Columbia may participate and boats bound for San Francisco, Hawaii, or Mexico directly are
now being included.”

REFERENCES
Rouvillain JL, Mercky F, Lethuillier D. Injuries on offshore cruising sailboats: Analysis for means of
prevention. Br J Sports Med 2008;42(3):202-206.
Luger TJ, Peham D, Mayr B, Gromer G, Raab H, Luger MF. Emergency preparedness and long-distance
leisure catamaran sailing. Science & Sports 2011;26(3):174-178.

About The Author

Jessica Mackelprang

The Red Thread - 

Jessica Mackelprang, PhD is an Adjunct Faculty member at Seattle University in Seattle, Washington, in
the Department of Psychology. She is also a cruiser. She and her husband sailed their boat, s/v The Red
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Thread, from Seattle, Washington to Quepos, Costa Rica between September 2014 and June 2015. They
are currently on a six-month hiatus working in the US.

_______________________________________________
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Lessons Learned the Hard Way - Electrical Failure

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/lessons-learned-hard-way-electrical-failure/

Norm shares another valuable lesson learned from a major electrical system failure while on passage in
the South Pacific.  Today’s boats having more and more electrical devices aboard.  Failure of the boat’s
electrical system can create havoc ranging from spoiling all provisions in the freezer to the loss of key
navigation and communication systems.

Situation

We had just started our passage from Niue to Tonga, a distance of 325 nautical miles.  The weather was
stormy and overcast so the solar panels were not generating any power.  We thought it would be a good
idea to motor sail for a few hours in the late afternoon to charge the batteries before going into the night. 
We always like to have good battery reserves for operation of the radar.  We were surprised to see that the
battery charge status did not improve after an hour of motoring.  A close inspection showed the alternator
had no power output. It was not charging our batteries at all!
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Our immediate response was to reduce our power consumption so we could save whatever juice still
remained in the battery for navigation and communication.  We shut down the refrigeration and
everything but essential navigation equipment. The remaining power in the 800 amp hour battery bank
was adequate to get us to our landfall without incident.  Fortunately it was a short passage.  Upon arrival
in Tonga the sun came out providing more than enough solar power for all our needs at anchor. Our
problem was solved but only for the short term.

Troubleshooting

My assumption was the alternator had failed. We carry an identical spare. I would just swap alternators
and then go for a snorkel. When this did not make any difference I concluded the problem must be a
regulator failure. We carry a spare one of these as well. I swapped the regulator but this too made no
difference.  There would be no snorkelling this day. The next step was to try replacing both the alternator
and the regulator on the off chance both had failed simultaneously.  Still no output.  I then turned my
attention to the wiring harness and checked that every connection was still in place. They were all intact.

When a major component such as the alternator (red colour on right side) appears to have failed, it may
actually be the wiring connecting the alternator to other components that has failed due to corrosion.
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This is when I gave up and called for help from other cruisers in the anchorage.  There were many
volunteers with various degrees of expertise.  Most swaggered onto our boat confident they would
quickly find the problem.  All of them departed mystified and with egos somewhat deflated.

I then decided to test the continuity of every single wire in the wiring harness, checking the resistance
from one end to the other to make sure there were no hidden breaks anywhere. Mark Aisbett on s/v
Merkava, a BCA member, helped me with this painstaking process.  We soon discovered that corrosion
inside one little spade connector on one control wire was responsible for shutting down the whole
system.  A new connector was crimped on and the problem was solved.

Mistake Made

I immediately assumed the charging problem was due to the failure of a major component like the
alternator or regulator.  But these components are generally pretty robust.  The problem lay in the
connectors.  The humid salt air in the tropics eats away at all electrical connections, particularly crimped
connectors that are often exposed to the air.  This is the first thing I should have checked, not the last.

Lessons Learned

Always Suspect Corrosion in Connectors: Most electrical failures in the tropics are due to corrosion at
the terminals, connectors or crimps.  Check these first before replacing components.

Have Diagnostic Tools: Have a good multimeter with a continuity tester.  Know how to use the
ohmmeter function to measure resistance.  Have a long length of wire you can stretch throughout the boat
to make certain tests.  Have several sets of alligator clips.
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A good multimeter, such as
this compact unit from Blue Sea, is invaluable when it comes to tracking down wiring problems related to
corrosion.

Contact Cleaning Solution & Fine Sandpaper: Surface corrosion that is invisible to the eye can build
up on connectors and create resistance.  Often all that is required to solve a problem is to clean the
contacts with spray contact cleaner and/or use a little fine sandpaper.

Carry Spare Connectors, Crimpers & Wires: Sooner or later you will have to replace electrical
connectors on your boat.  Your spare parts box should have a large selection of proper marine grade
connectors of every shape and size, a set of quality crimping pliers and a good supply of marine gauge
wire of various gauges.  Corrosion can wick its way up inside the wire from the connector rendering
much of it useless.  Then the wire run must be replaced.

Protect Against Moisture Penetration: If possible use heat shrink and/or connectors with integrated
heat shrink covering to minimize moisture penetration.  A heat gun works great on shrink wrap provided
your inverter can handle the load.

Repairs
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In this case a new connector, crimped onto the end of one of the alternator control wires, solved the
problem.  The spare alternator and regulator went back into their storage boxes.

Have a Story?

We have all made mistakes and learned valuable lessons the hard way. Do you have a story you want to
share with BCA members, so we can learn from your experience? If so, please submit it for publication in
this column.  Thanks!

Send your story to currents@bluewatercruising.org with ‘OOPS!’ in the subject line.

About The Author

Norm Cooper

Sarah Jean II - Saga 43

Norm and his wife, Beth, spent three years cruising in Mexico, across the South Pacific to New Zealand
and then back home to Vancouver. He is now active as a volunteer with BCA. Norm is an ISPA certified
sailing instructor, Together with Beth he operates Ocean Forest Voyaging offering offshore sailing
instruction, cruising reference books and passage planning software.

_______________________________________________
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BCA Thanksgiving Rendezvous

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/bca-thanksgiving-rendezvous/

The Thanksgiving Rendezvous is the last Bluewater Cruising Association (BCA) rendezvous of the year,
organised by the Calgary BCA Chapter.

A BCA Rendezvous is very casual and largely unstructured get-together to provide an opportunity for
sailors (and power boaters and would-be sailors) with a common interest in offshore adventuring to rub
shoulders for fun, laughs, mutual help, and to trade stories and gear at a popular, central location.

Everyone is welcome — members, prospective members, past members and guests, young and old. We
welcome boats of all sorts, sizes and condition.

No Boat?  No Problem.

If you do not have a boat nearby, you can attend by coming for a day or by staying at the Thetis Island
Marina and Pub’s rental suites. Or, you can make it known on the BCA website or the Thanksgiving list
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that you are willing to crew. You will also find information on alternate transportation and
accommodation on the website.

Schedule of Events

Friday

Afternoon: 

A few early boats begin to arrive, check in with the Marina, and register with BCA.
Reunion with friends and meeting new friends.
Visiting, walking, exploring, pub time, etc.
Supper on your boat, the dock, or the restaurant.  (BBQ available in the covered outdoor meeting
area.)

Evening: 

Story Telling/Liar’s Contest and visiting in the pub and on boats.
Mingle and make new friends. Share problems and seek solutions.
Projection equipment is available, so bring your slides on a thumb drive (USB stick) and don’t be
shy.

Saturday

Morning: 

0900 – 1000: Coffee on the dock.
1000: Announcements on dock at the host boat and on the bulletin board.
(Also an opportunity to recruit help and or advice from fellow sailors.)
Boats continue to arrive, check in with the Marina, and register with BCA.
Visiting, walking, exploring, beachcombing…

 Afternoon: 

Visiting, walking, exploring, beachcombing, pub time, etc.
1400 – 1500: Boat Visits — If you welcome visitors aboard, indicate so by hanging a tea towel in
the rigging or lifelines.
1500-1600:  Swap on the dock –  a chance to display and swap or sell boating items.  Bring cash.
BCA items will be available for purchase on the dock at that time.  A bulletin board will be
available for posting ads.
1630: Announcements on dock at the host boat.  (Also an opportunity to recruit help and/or advice
from fellow sailors.)
1630 (+/-) Happy Appie hour – Bring appetisers and snacks to share.
1730: Pot Luck.  Bring one dish (one main dish, plus a veggie dish or dessert), drinks,  and your
own plates, glasses and cutlery.
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Evening:

Visiting, pub time, etc. We have projection equipment, so bring your slides on a thumb drive
(USB stick) and don’t be shy.

Sunday

Morning:

0900 Sharp: Roll Call on VHF Channel 68.
0900 – 1000: Coffee and pastries on the dock.
1000: Announcements on dock at the host boat.  (Also an opportunity to recruit help and/or advice
from fellow sailors.)
Visiting, walking, beachcombing, exploring…
1300 – 1500: (+/-) Model boat construction.
1400 – 1500: Boat Visits — If you welcome visitors aboard, indicate so by hanging a tea towel in
the rigging or lifelines.
1400-1500:  Swap on the dock –  a chance to display and swap or sell boating items.  Bring cash.
1530 (+/-) Model boat race
1700: Happy Hour.
Announcements on dock at the host boat.  (Also an opportunity to recruit help and/or advice from
fellow sailors.)
1730:  Traditional Turkey Supper in restaurant and on deck, weather permitting. Book ahead with
the restaurant by phone or email and pay at the restaurant.

Evening:

Visiting, discussions, pub time, etc.
Projection equipment is available, so bring your slides on a thumb drive (USB stick) and don’t be
shy.

Monday

Morning:

0900 – 1000: Coffee and leftover pastries on the dock.
Good-byes.
It’s over.  Most boats will depart by 1200.

 

There will be lots of prizes!

_______________________________________________
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About the Vancouver Fleet

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/about-the-vancouver-fleet/

Fleet is an education focus group for those planning to head offshore in the next year or two. The Fleet
group meets regularly and offers additional training in the form of meetings, workshops, vendors’ visits
and boat visits. Fleet is also excellent for Doners, who are preparing for another voyage, get primed,
updated and meet the people you will be voyaging with. To join Fleet you must be a BCA member.

Vancouver Fleet

If you are planning to sail offshore in the next year or two, either on your own boat or someone else’s,
consider joining the Vancouver Fleet of 2015/16, which will have its first meeting at 1900h on Tuesday,
September 22th at the Scottish Cultural Centre. The Fleet meets every 4th Tuesday of the month and has
presentations or group discussions on a variety of topics of interest to Fleet members.  The cost is $50 per
boat for the year.

How to Join

If you are interested in joining the 2015/16 Vancouver Fleet, contact Cam and Marianne for more
information. It may taken them a while to respond to you as they are sailing the Salish Sea during the
Summer months. So… be patient 

About The Author
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Cameron and Marianne McLean, Vancouver Fleet Coordinators

Mayknot - Seabird 37

Cam and Marianne McLean have been BCA members since 1987, cruised offshore, and have served as
the Vancouver Fleet Coordinators for many years.

_______________________________________________
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About the Vancouver Island Fleet

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/vancouver-island-fleet-2/

Fleet is an education focus group for those planning to head offshore in the next year or two. The Fleet
group meets regularly and offers development in the form of meetings, workshops, vendors’ visits, and
boat visits. Fleet is also excellent for Doners who are preparing for another voyage: Get primed, updated,
and meet the people with whom you will be voyaging. To join Fleet you must be a BCA member.

VI Fleet

If you are planning to sail offshore in the next year or two, either on your own boat or someone else’s,
consider joining the VI Fleet of 2015/16, which will have its first meeting at 6:30 pm on Wednesday,
September 30th, in the Discovery Room at Royal Victoria Yacht Club. The Fleet meets every
two weeks and has presentations or group discussions on a variety of topics of interest to Fleet members.
There will be presentations from experienced cruisers in October on “Coastal and offshore routes to San
Diego”, and a panel presentation on “What they would have done differently in preparing for offshore, if
they had known then what they know now”.

The cost is $60+GST per boat for the year.

Weather Group

Many Fleet members also decide to join the Weather Group, which meets on the same nights immediately
after Fleet. The Weather Group is designed to help participants increase their understanding of global
weather and to develop skills in analyzing and applying weather information available at sea. Participants
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will research and present information to other group members on one of ten topics, and undertake 3
virtual voyages, which require decisions on sailing and routing strategies based on relevant weather maps.

How to Join

If you are interested in joining the 2015/16 Fleet or Weather Group, contact us for more information.

Connie Morahan and Al Kitchen, VI Fleet Coordinators

About The Author

Connie and Al, VI Fleet Coordinators

Cookie Cutter / Wyndspree - Peterson 36 Cutter / Huntingford 53 Ketch

Connie Morahan has been a BCA member since 2000. She cruised the Pacific Ocean with Peter
McMartin aboard Cookie Cutter over a ten-year period, returning to BC from Japan in 2012. She has
served as VI Fleet Coordinator since 2012.

Al Kitchen has been a BCA member since 2005. He and his wife Gaye lived aboard Wyndspree from
1996 until 2007 and cruised the BC coast throughout this time. Between 2006 and 2009, Al crewed on
different boats with fellow Bluewater members, including voyages from Victoria, BC to San Francisco;
Gladstone, Australia to Fiji; and New Zealand to Victoria, BC. Al is pleased to have this opportunity to
serve as VI Fleet Coordinator.

_______________________________________________
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Build Your Docking Skills

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/build-docking-skills/

Whether you’re single-handed, a couple, or you regularly rely on crew, this workshop is designed for
you. Instructor Rick Ellis, who also delivers our very popular Psychology of Voyaging workshops, lends
his years of boating experience and professional facilitation expertise to help you Build Your Docking
Skills. This workshop, which includes theory and practice, will build confidence in your ability to
skillfully approach and leave a dock, either single-handled or working and communicating with other(s).

Registration includes all three parts.

1. Workshop 1 – theory, best practices, tips, and techniques to get the boat on and off the dock
efficiently and safely – 4 hrs classroom

2. Practice on your boat (two weeks, self-directed)
3. Review workshop 2 – review of practice and what you learned about your boat and yourself,

problem solving, what worked and what didn’t – 3 hrs classroom

Photo attribution: By Riley Huntley (Own work) [CC BY-SA 3.0], via Wikimedia Commons
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Icom-M802 Radio Course

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/icom-m802-radio-course/

The Icom M802 is the most commonly used marine HF long distance radio.  It can be used to broadcast
and receive on SSB and ham frequencies for both voice, email and weather data.  As a cruiser, you need
to know how to properly install and operate this radio to get the most out of it. Learn from Icom M802
expert, experienced cruiser and author Terry Sparks.  This course is based on Terry’s excellent book
entitled Icom IC-M802 Starting from Scratch.  It will cover installation, setup and operation of the radio,
including emergency calling.  The course includes Terry’s book for reference.

_______________________________________________
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